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Abstract
In higher education courses, peer assessment activities are common for keeping students engaged during presentations. Defining precisely how students assess the work of others requires careful consideration. Asking the student for numeric grades is the most common method. However, students tend to assign high grades to most projects. Aggregating peer assessments, therefore, results in all projects receiving the same grade. Moreover, students might strategically assign low grades to the projects of others so that their projects will shine. Asking students to order all projects from best to worst imposes a high cognitive load on them, as studies have shown that people find it difficult to order more than a handful of items. To address these issues, we propose a novel peer rating model, $R^2R$, consisting of (a) an algorithm that elicits student assessments and (b) a protocol for aggregating grades to produce a single order. The algorithm asks students to evaluate projects and answer pairwise comparison queries. These are then aggregated into a ranking over the projects. $R^2R$ was deployed and tested in a university course and showed promising results, including fewer ties between alternatives and a significant reduction in the communication load on students.

1 Introduction

In the context of forming ranked lists over alternatives, two important problems are encountered: Preference elicitation and Preference aggregation [3, 4, 5, 14, 20]. For instance, when creating a list of competitors ordered by their performance scores (e.g., athletes or performers) [9, 12, 23], it is necessary first to elicit and then to aggregate preferences to form a ranking. Similarly, when creating a list of students ordered by their perceived academic performance, the preferences of peers or teachers must be elicited and aggregated.

In peer grading or peer assessment systems, where students are required to grade their peers [32, 33], preference elicitation encounters an additional challenge: students tend to be very generous in the grades they assign to their peers. This issue is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the grades that 34 students gave to 10 projects their peers presented in class during a session in a university course. The median score for all projects in this session was either “Excellent” or “Very good”. This is not an irregularity. We collected peer grading data from six different class sessions. All exhibited similar performances. Other studies observe the same trend [21]: students are laxer, and teachers are more strict in their reviews. This does not mean that students think all the projects are excellent. As we show later, when prompted, students can state which projects they prefer over others. However, a simple preference elicitation grading system may fail to capture these preferences.

In peer assessment systems, preference aggregation is also problematic. Simply computing the average rating is not a good solution, as it is easily manipulable [30]. Although this is true in many scenarios, in peer assessment systems, the voters are also the candidates (or friends of the candidates), so the risk is higher. Consider, for example, three student projects: $c_1$, $c_2$, and $c_3$. If the average rating is used, a voter who favors $c_1$ will assign it the highest possible score, but to ensure that $c_1$ ends up in the first place, the voter might
Figure 1: The distribution of grades of ten projects in a university course. The y-axis shows the project numbers and the x-axis is the cumulative percentage of students who gave these projects a particular grade, as specified in the legend. The vertical black line indicates the median score: it is either “Excellent” or “Very good”.

also assign $c_2$ and $c_3$ the lowest possible score. Computing the median rating offers a less-manipulable solution but may result in many ties between the alternatives. The Majority judgment voting protocol [2] addresses the problem of tie-breaking the median, and recently some more median tie-breaking methods have been suggested by Fabre [10]. Nevertheless, these methods still result in ties when the input is student peer rating grades.

One potential approach to address the rating aggregation problem involves modifying the preference elicitation protocol. Rather than permitting agents to assign ratings to alternatives, an alternative strategy could involve requesting agents to provide a ranked preference list that encompasses all alternatives or to assign distinct scores to each alternative (which effectively translates into ranking the alternatives). Indeed, some peer review systems have suggested collecting ordinal preferences [27]. However, experts and non-experts alike are limited in the number of preferences they can meaningfully order — sometimes they simply do not hold a rank over the alternatives (see chapter 15 in [2]), and oftentimes they find it hard to rank more than seven items from best to worst [17]. Pairwise comparison queries such as “do you prefer this alternative over that alternative?” may assist people in forming a ranking [15, 8]. However, this can be perceived as a tiresome task for voters. For example, the required number of comparison queries for ten alternatives is 45.

In summary, limiting voters’ task to rating alternatives conceals important information about their preferences and results in a problem of preference aggregation. Limiting the voters’ task to ranking alternatives requires a cognitive and communication effort that may burden the voters.

In this paper, we wish to benefit from both cardinal preferences, expressed by ratings (or grades), and ordinal preferences, as expressed with pairwise comparisons. We propose a novel peer assessment model, $R2R$, consisting of (a) an algorithm that elicits student assessments and (b) a protocol for aggregating grades into a single order. The algorithm asks students to evaluate projects and answer pairwise comparison queries. These are then aggregated into a ranking over the projects. Our contributions:

- **Rate and then compare** - The $R2R$ algorithm elicits voter preferences while minimizing the cognitive and communication overload. Voters are asked to rate alternatives
and respond to pairwise comparison queries only when necessary.

- **Improved tie-breaking for the median** - we present a protocol for aggregating the voters’ preferences into a single ranking. Our protocol is based on the median and Copeland’s voting rule. The protocol reduces the number of ties in the final aggregated ranking.

- **Personal ranking made easy** - Our method always produces a personal ranking of the alternatives for each voter, with no ties. This may be beneficial for a voter trying to figure out her preferences. For example, an employee (or a researcher) views candidates (or presentations) and would like to contact them in descending order and offer them a job (or a research position).

Some research (e.g. [30]) focuses on strategic manipulation in conference and journal peer reviews, however, this is not the focus of this paper. This study focuses on peer review in an academic classroom. Peer review increases motivation, cultivates critical thinking, and increases engagement in the classroom (see e.g. [34, 16, 28]). Many peer review systems aggregate the grades using either the mean or the median (e.g. [24, 26, 35]). The reliability and validity of classroom peer review have been extensively researched (e.g. [16, 18]). Some systems attempt to address problems in these aggregation systems by assigning different weights to each reviewer according to their credibility (e.g., [31]). Others attempt to statistically correct bias [29], control who reviews whom, or incorporate AI-based methods [7].

In our R2R system, all reviewers are equal, and all reviewers rate all projects. Possible bias in reviews is mitigated by employing a common grading language as done by Balinski and Laraki [2] and by using ordinal as well as cardinal reviews. We did not find signs of other possible bias (see Section 4).

## 2 Preliminaries

Let there be \( n \) voters and \( m \) candidates: \( V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\} \), \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m\} \). Each voter \( v_i \) assigns a score \( s \) to each candidate. Let \( s_{i,j} \) denote the score assigned by voter \( v_i \) to candidate \( c_j \). The score is assigned from a predefined domain of discrete values \( D = \{d_{\text{min}}, \ldots, d_{\text{max}}\} \) where \( d_{\text{min}} \) and \( d_{\text{max}} \) are the lowest and highest values respectively (\( d_{\text{min}} \leq s_{i,j} \leq d_{\text{max}} \)).

The ordered set of all scores assigned to candidate \( c_j \) is \( S_j \). The median is a candidate’s middle-most score when \( n \) is odd, and the \( n/2 \) middle-most score when \( n \) is even. As illustrated in Figure 1, the median score of most candidates is “Excellent” or “Very Good” (these scores translate into the numerical scores of “5” and “4”). Therefore, candidates cannot be ranked solely according to the median, and a tie-breaking mechanism is required.

Existing median-based voting rules are presented in section 2.1. As our rule is based on the median and Copeland voting, Copeland voting is presented in section 2.2.

### 2.1 Median based voting rules

A few mechanisms exist for tie-breaking the median between candidates. They are all based on the same idea: first, compute the candidate’s median. Then add a quantity based on what Fabre [10] terms as proponents (\( p \)) and opponents (\( q \)). The mechanisms differ in their use of \( p \) and \( q \). The proponent \( p \) is the share of scores higher than the median \( \alpha \): \( p_j = \sum_{s_{i,j} > \alpha} s_{i,j} \). The opponent \( q \) is the share of scores lower than the median \( \alpha \): \( q_j = \sum_{s_{i,j} < \alpha} s_{i,j} \).
The score of a candidate is the sum of its median grade $\alpha$ and a tie-breaking rule. Fabre [10] defines three rules: Typical judgment, Central judgment, and Usual judgment.

**Definition 2.1 (Typical judgement).** Typical judgment is based on the difference between non-median groups: $c^\Delta = \alpha + p - q$.

**Definition 2.2 (Central judgement).** Central judgment is based on the relative share of proponents: $c^\sigma = \alpha + 0.5 \cdot \frac{p - q}{p + q}$.

**Definition 2.3 (Usual judgement).** Usual judgment is based on the normalized difference between non-median groups: $c^v = \alpha + 0.5 \cdot \frac{p - q}{1 - p - q}$.

Fabre [10] shows that majority judgment [2] can also be defined using just $\alpha, p$ and $q$:

**Definition 2.4 (Majority judgement).** $c^{mj} = \alpha + 1$ if $p > q$ and $0$ if $p \leq q$. If ties remain, the median of the tied candidates is dropped, and then $mj$ is recomputed for the tied candidates. This procedure is repeated until all ties are resolved. Note that for ties Fabre [10] suggest an alternative method that results in the same output.

**Example 1.** Assume the set of scores assigned to candidate $c_j$ by ten voters is:

$S_j = \{5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2\}$

The median is, therefore: $\alpha = 4$. Three voters assigned a score which is above the median, and four voters assigned a score below the median. Therefore, the proponent and opponent are, respectively: $p = \frac{3}{10}, q = \frac{4}{10}$.

The score of $c_j$ according to Typical, Central, Usual, and Majority judgments, is:

$c_j^\Delta = 4 + \frac{3}{10} - q = \frac{4}{10} = 3.9$

$c_j^\sigma = 4 + 0.5 \cdot \frac{-0.1}{0.7} \approx 3.92$

$c_j^v = 4 + 0.5 \cdot \frac{-0.1}{1.1} \approx 3.95$

$c_j^{mj} = 4 - 1 = 3$

Candidate scores can be computed using the rules above. A ranking over the candidates can be obtained by simply ordering them according to their scores.

### 2.2 Copeland voting

In section 2.1, only the scores given to the candidates are used. Herein, we also use the voters’ preferences over the candidates. We write $c_i \succ c_j$ when $c_i$ is preferred over $c_j$. Let $N(c_i, c_j)$ denote the number of voters who prefer $c_i \succ c_j$.

Copeland [6] suggested a voting system that is based on pairwise comparisons. The method finds a Condorcet winner when such a winner exists. Each candidate is compared to every other candidate. The candidate obtains one point when it is preferred over another candidate by the majority of the voters. If two candidate tie, they both receive half a point. Adding up the points results is the Copeland score of each candidate.

$^1f(x)$ is an indicator function of $f(x)$. For example, if $p > q$ then $1_{p>q} = 1$
A family of Copeland methods, $\text{Copeland}^\alpha$, was suggested by Faliszewski et al. [11]. The difference is in tie-breaking the alternatives. The fraction of points each candidate receives in case of a tie can be set to any rational number: $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$. The Copeland score of a candidate is thus the number of points it obtained plus the number of ties times $\alpha$.

Formally:

**Definition 2.5 (Copeland$^\alpha$ voting rule).** The score of a candidate is the sum of victories in pairwise comparisons:

$$c_{\text{copeland}}^\alpha = \sum_{j=1}^{m} N(c_i, c_j) + \alpha \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{m} N(c_j, c_i)$$

3 The model

Voters are usually asked to either rank or rate alternatives. However, we claim that reducing their task to just this or the other conceals important information about their full preferences. We propose a model consisting of two parts:

- **R2R Elicitation** - an algorithm that elicits voter preferences while minimizing the cognitive and communication overload. Voters are asked to rate alternatives. Voters are asked to respond to pairwise comparison queries when necessary.

- **R2R Aggregation** - a protocol for aggregating the voters’ preferences into a single ranking.

We herein describe both parts.

3.1 R2R elicitation

We adopted a grading scale consisting of five grades ($D = 1, 2 \ldots 5$), based on the research of Miller [17] which suggested that people can distinguish between seven plus or minus two levels of intensity. To minimize bias in the ratings, we utilized a standardized grading language proposed by Balinski and Laraki [2] that maps to the following five grades: Excellent (5), Very good (4), Good (3), Fair (2), and Poor (1). Voters were instructed to evaluate each project holistically and in accordance with the specified project requirements. A project graded as "Excellent" was one that met the requirements in an exceptional manner. These grades can be mapped to a Rating set.

**Definition 3.1 (Rating Set).** A rating set $T$ is a tuple $< c, s >$ containing candidates ($c$) and their scores ($s$). The rating set of voter $v_i$ is denoted $\tau_i \in T$.

When the voters assign a different score to each candidate, constructing the preference profile is straightforward. For example, if $s_2^i > s_1^i > s_3^i$ then the preference profile $\pi_i$ of voter $v_i$ is: $\{ (c_2, 1), (c_1, 2), (c_3, 3) \}$ meaning $c_2 \succ c_1 \succ c_3$.

**Definition 3.2 (Preference profile).** A preference profile $\pi \in \Pi$ is a tuple $< c, p >$ containing candidates ($c$) and their ranked position ($p$). The set of all possible preference profiles (the permutation space) is $\Pi$. We write $c_i \succ c_j$ when $c_i$ is preferred over $c_j$. For $k < l$ the preference profile is thus: $\{ \ldots (c_i, p_k), (c_j, p_l), \ldots \}$. The preference profile of voter $v_i$ is $\pi_i$.

However, if $v_i$ assigns the same score to two or more of the candidates, we executed pairwise comparison queries $q \in Q$ to determine which of the two candidates $v_i$ prefers. We

2The Copeland $\alpha$ is not the same as the median $\alpha$. To be consistent with previous research (and thus make it easier for readers familiar with the literature), we denote them both as $\alpha$, but mention in the text which $\alpha$ we are referring to.
assume that a voter can always respond to a query so that a pairwise comparison query
\( q(v_i, c_j, c_k) \) has only two possible responses: \( c_j \succ c_k \) or \( c_k \succ c_j \).

Here, we deviate from the standard literature, where it is assumed that each voter holds
either a rating set or a preference profile, and define a ranked rating set. A ranked rating
set contains attributes of both a rating set and a preference profile, thus allowing us to save
more information about the voters’ preferences.

**Definition 3.3 (Ranked Rating Set).** A ranked rating set \( \psi \in \Psi \) is a tuple < \( c, d, p \) > containing candidates \( (c) \), their scores \( (s) \) and their position \( (p) \). As in the ranking set, the
position is determined by the ranking. The rating set of voter \( v_i \) is denoted \( \psi_i \in \Psi \).

We present a method, Rating to Ranking, \( R2R \) which builds a ranked rating set while
eliciting the needed information from the voters. A pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 1
followed by a detailed description and a running example.

**Algorithm 1** Rating to Ranking (R2R) elicitation

1: **Input:**
   a set of alternatives: \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_M \)
   a set of voters: \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N \)
   a score domain \( D = \{d_{\text{min}} \ldots d_{\text{max}}\} \)

2: **for** \( v_i \in V \) **do**
3: \( \psi_i \in \Psi \leftarrow [] \)
4: **for** \( c_j \in C \) **do**
5: voter declares \( s_j^i \in D \)
6: \( \text{count} \leftarrow \text{count}(\psi_i, s_j^i) \)
7: **if** \( \text{count} \leq 1 \) **then**
8: \( \text{insert}(\psi_i, c_j) \)
9: **else**
10: \( p \leftarrow \text{index}(\psi_i, s_j^i) \)
11: **while** \( (\text{count} \geq 1) \) **do**
12: \( c_p \leftarrow \text{candAtIndex}(\psi_i, p) \)
13: execute query \( q(v_i, c_j, c_p) \)
14: **if** \( c_j \succ c_p \) **then**
15: \( p = - \)
16: \( \text{count} = - \)
17: **else**
18: exit while loop
19: \( \text{insert}(\psi_i, c_j, p) \)
20: **Output:**
   \( \psi_i \) - a ranked rating set for each voter \( v_i \)

The algorithm receives as input a set of \( M \) alternatives, \( N \) voters, and a score domain
\( D \). Each voter is sequentially asked to provide scores for all candidates (lines 2-5). Note
that this process can also be done the other way around: for each candidate, all voters are
requested to submit their scores. In either case, voter \( v_i \) assigns a score \( s_j^i \) to candidate \( c_j \)
(line 5). Subsequently, the algorithm counts how many times this particular score \( (s_j^i) \) has
been previously submitted by the voter (line 6). If the voter has not submitted this score
before, the score is inserted to \( \psi \) (lines 7-8) while ensuring its ordered placement (lines 7-8),
utilizing the \( \text{insert} \) function. In case the score \( s_j^i \) already exists within \( \psi \), the algorithm
retrieves the index of the last position where it is found (line 10) and identifies the candidate
\( c_p \) at that position (line 12). A pairwise query is then executed to determine the relative
Rating to Ranking (R2R) aggregation

Algorithm 2

Consider one voter \( v_1 \) and four candidates: \( c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4 \). Scores are given in domain \( D = 1, 2, \ldots, 5 \). Assume that the voter’s rating set is: \( \tau_1 = \{(c_1, 5), (c_2, 4), (c_3, 5), (c_4, 5)\} \) and the voter’s preference profile is: \( \pi_1 = \{c_3 \succ c_4 \succ c_1 \succ c_2\} \). The rating set and the preference profile are initially unknown. The goal is to determine the ranked rating set.

At first, \( v_1 \) declares her score for \( c_1: s^1_1 = 5 \). Since this is the first score declared, the ranked rating set is updated to \( \psi_1 = \{(c_1, 5, 0)\} \). Then, the next score is declared: \( s^1_2 = 4 \). Since \( \psi \) does not contain this score, \( \psi_1 \) is updated without any queries: \( \psi_1 = \{(c_1, 5, 0), (c_2, 4, 1)\} \). The next score declared is \( s^1_3 = 5 \). Since this score is already in \( \psi_1 \), a query is issued: \( q(v_1, c_1, c_3) \). The voter responds by stating: \( c_3 \succ c_1 \). Thus \( c_3 \) is now added and \( \psi_1 \) positions of candidates is updated: \( \psi_1 = \{(c_3, 5, 0), (c_1, 5, 1), (c_2, 4, 2)\} \) (changes to \( \psi_1 \) are marked in bold). Lastly, \( v_1 \) declares her score for \( c_4: s^1_4 = 5 \). This causes a query to be issued: \( q(v_1, c_1, c_4) \). The voter responds with: \( c_4 \succ c_1 \), so yet another query is issued: \( q(v_1, c_3, c_4) \). The voter responds with: \( c_3 \succ c_4 \) and \( \psi_1 \) is finalized: \( \psi_1 = \{(c_3, 5, 0), (c_4, 5, 1), (c_1, 5, 2), (c_2, 4, 3)\} \) (again, changes to \( \psi_1 \) are marked in bold).

### 3.2 R2R aggregation

The output of the R2R elicitation phase is a set of ranking sets \( \Psi \). First, the median \( \alpha \) is computed from the scores (s) in \( \Psi \). Then, alternatives are ordered according to their median. When two or more alternatives have the same median, some pairwise comparison method is used to order their ties. Herein, we use Copeland\(^a\). The output is an aggregated preference profile. This is a collective preference profile of all of the voters. A pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Rating to Ranking (R2R) aggregation

1. **Input:**
   - a set of ranked rating profiles \( \psi_i \in \Psi \)
2. \( \text{medians} \leftarrow [] \)
3. **for** \( c_i \in C \) **do**
   - \( \text{medians} \leftarrow \text{median}(c_i) \)
4. **for** \( c \in \text{tied medians} \) **do**
   - **order** by \( \text{Copeland}^a \) score
5. **Output:**
   - An aggregated preference profile \( \pi \) (a collective preference profile)
4 User Study

In order to collect ranked rating sets, we implemented a peer-rating system according to our $R2R$ model.\footnote{The code is readily available at https://github.com/Matan-Lange/ratings-to-rankings/tree/hub\_version. A link to the online system will be sent to interested parties upon request.}

The main steps of the system are described in Figure 2. To initialize the system, project names and numbers were fed into the system beforehand by a system admin. A link to the system was then distributed to the students, who logged in with a username and password (step 1).

During the presentation sessions (step 2), we employed the $R2R$ system to facilitate project evaluation. After each presentation, students were asked to use the system to assess the quality of the project. Thus, they were prompted to submit one of five evaluations: Excellent, Very good, Good, Fair, and Poor. Although students had the option to provide written comments, these comments were not used in the study. In the event that the same grade was assigned by a student to more than one project, we executed pairwise comparison queries following algorithm 1.

In step 3, the system outputs ranked rating sets, one set for each participating student. Screenshots from the system, illustrating step 3, can be found in the Appendix.

The system was deployed as part of a peer grading process in a university course. Course students presented their final projects in class. The other students present were instructed to insert evaluations into the $R2R$ system. Each student participated in one class presentation session. In each session, 9-12 projects were evaluated. We held six different sessions (sessions $a - f$). The study received ethical approval from the institutional review board of the university. Session dates and project names are concealed to maintain the participants’ privacy.

In total, 222 students participated in the experiments. However, 28 students failed to rate all the projects in their session. Another 31 students did not report their preferences according to the order the projects were presented in class. This led us to suspect these students did not pay attention and reported arbitrary preferences. These students were removed from the analysis. We were thus left with a total of 163 students whose responses were included in the data analysis.
Figure 3: Unique rankings in sessions a to f (top to bottom, left to right).
Table 1: Data collection statistics: for each of the six sessions, we present the number of participants, number of projects, number of projects with a median grade of excellent/very good/good and the average number of pairwise comparison queries each participant received (standard deviation is in the parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Number of median grades (excellent, very good, good, fair, poor)</th>
<th>Pairwise comparison queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6,4,0,0,0</td>
<td>13.9 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5,4,1,0,0</td>
<td>10.8 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4,6,0,0,0</td>
<td>13.2 (54.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,7,0,0,0</td>
<td>11.8 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3,5,2,0,0</td>
<td>10.6 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0,5,6,1,0</td>
<td>14.6 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Communication overload:** A summary of the participation data is presented in Table 1. Most projects received a median grade of either “excellent” or “very good”. For example, in session a (first row in Table 1), 34 students were asked to rate ten projects. Six projects received the median grade of “excellent”, four received the median grade of “very good” and no projects received the median grade of “good”. For 9, 10 and 12 projects, the maximum amount of pairwise queries is 36, 45 and 66, respectively. In the six sessions, the average number of issued pairwise queries lay in the range of 10.87-14.71 (last column in Table 1). Thus, $R_2R$ reduces the communication load by 69%, 75%, 71%, 67%, 75%, 77% in sessions a, b, c, d, e, f respectively. In other words, on average, students had to respond to less than 30% of the total number of possible pairwise queries.

**Ties in rankings:** We compared the proposed $R_2R$ method to existing methods: Majority ranking [2], Typical ranking, Central ranking, and Usual ranking. The three latter are the rankings retrieved from the Typical judgment, Central judgment, and Usual judgment methods [10].

The unique number of rankings in each method was computed, which refers to the number of projects that were not tied in their ranking. The experiment was conducted with a varying number of voters (students in the user study), ranging from 2 to 20, which were sampled without replacement. Each experiment ran 30 times. The $\alpha$ in Copeland$^\alpha$ was set to $\alpha = \frac{1}{3}$, as it provided better results than $\alpha = \{0, \frac{1}{2}, 1\}$. Setting $\alpha$ to values smaller than $\frac{1}{3}$ did not yield an improvement.

The results show that as the number of voters increased, the methods exhibited better performance with fewer ties and more unique rankings. Tie-breaking is easier when the number of voters is odd. This explains why the increase is not smooth. In all sessions, $R_2R$ outperformed the other methods when the number of voters is small. The other methods, especially Usual Ranking, were more competitive when there are more voters. This suggests that $R_2R$ is especially useful when the number of voters is relatively small. Figure 3 illustrates these comparisons on $a$. Due to space constraints, results for all of the sessions are provided in the appendix. All sessions display a similar trend.

**Order bias:** We examined whether the presentation order affected the users’ answers. We hypothesized that perhaps students assign high scores to the first projects presented, and then after they experience a few pairwise comparison prompts, they begin to distribute their scores better (perhaps in order to avoid the prompts). However, Figure 4 assured us this is not the case. The y-axis is the percentage of voters that assigned a score of “very good” (left figure) and “excellent” (right figure). The x-axis is the vote order, from 1 to 12.
Table 2: Primacy and recency bias proportions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Descending order</th>
<th>Ascending order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Percentage of voters that assigned a score of “very good” (left) and “excellent” (right).

(when there are 12 projects). We can see that there is no skewness to the left. Therefore, we cannot detect a tendency to begin with high scores and decrease them.

We next examined whether users are prone to a primacy or recency bias – when prompted with a pairwise query, do users tend to select the first or last projects they saw? We examined all the projects in a session that received the same score and then computed the percentage of cases projects were ordered in ascending or descending order. For example, consider a case where the order of presentations was: $c_1, c_2, \ldots c_{10}$. A student gave an “excellent” to projects: $c_2, c_3, c_8$ and the preference profile is: $c_2 \succ c_3 \succ c_8$. We then say that the student exhibits a primacy bias. If a student assigned a “very good” to projects: $c_1, c_5$ and has a preference profile: $c_5 \succ c_1$ we say this is a recency bias. A student can have a recency bias for some evaluations and a primacy for others. The results are reported in Table 2. We did not detect a trend, but this is an initial result and a deeper analysis should be performed here. We note that the primacy-recency bias has been studied in the context of memory [19] and decisions such as what link to click on [13]. However, we did not find research on primacy-recency effects in preference elicitation.
5 Discussion

We presented \( R^2 \), a peer assessment model that converts ratings to rankings. The model is designed to elicit voter preferences by asking them to evaluate alternatives using cardinal preferences, such as scores or grades. If necessary, voters are also asked to make pairwise comparisons between two alternatives to provide ordinal preferences. The model then aggregates these preferences to output a ranked list of alternatives.

In our experiments, we found that \( R^2 \) outperformed existing methods by reducing the number of ties in the output, especially for small groups of voters (up to 10-15). Additionally, \( R^2 \) imposes a lower communication load on the user compared to pairwise comparison methods, as voters only need to evaluate each alternative once, instead of repeatedly comparing pairs of alternatives. Moreover, the cognitive load is lower than in models that require users to rank all alternatives, as they only need to assign a score or grade to each alternative. Overall, \( R^2 \) provides a simple and effective approach for ranking alternatives in various settings, such as peer assessment in academic settings or performance evaluation in workplaces.

The \( R^2 \) system was implemented and utilized in our classroom, but the elicitation and aggregation methods presented in this paper are applicable to other tasks as well. In the workplace, for instance, group or team leaders often need to evaluate the performance of their employees, as noted by [1]. This is a sensitive task since an employee’s position on the final performance list usually determines the bonus they will receive. Managers can use our model to establish their personal ranked list of employees.

At present, voters cannot express indifference between alternatives in our system. While this guarantees that the output does not include ties, it also limits the decision-maker’s preferences. It remains to be seen what effect removing this limitation would have.

One possible avenue for future research is to explore the incorporation of multiple pairwise comparison types, as suggested by [22]. Another potential direction is to integrate a truth serum, as recommended by [25], which would incentivize voters to provide their honest preferences, as they would be evaluated. These research directions could further enhance the usefulness and applicability of the \( R^2 \) system in various domains.
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Appendix

Figures 5-7 present screenshots from the $R2R$ system as seen on a smartphone. The system is in Hebrew; an English version is currently being developed. Figure 3 displays the performance of $R2R$ in comparison to other aggregation methods across all six sessions (a to f).

Figure 5: The main screen a student views after logging on to the $R2R$ system using a smartphone. Title: “Projects presented today”. The blue and grey boxes contain the project’s number with the text: “evaluation completed” (grey boxes) or “evaluation needed” (blue boxes). More projects will appear when the student scrolls down her phone screen.
Figure 6: The screen a student sees when required to evaluate a specific project. Top line: “Group 13 (name of project owners)”. Second line: “Comments”. Third line: “General grade”. The fourth line contains five radio buttons: “Excellent”, “Very good”, “Good”, “Fair”, “Poor”.

Figure 7: $R^2R$ Pairwise comparison question displayed to the student when she assigns the same evaluation to two projects. Translation to English: “The system has detected that you gave two projects the same grade: project 14 (name of project owners) and project 13 (name of projects owners). Which project do you think is better?” The student has two radion buttons to choose from, one for project 13 and one for project 14.
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